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ABSTRACT
There are two emerging trends in the mobile data world.
First, mobile data is exploding at a rapid rate with analysts
predicting 25 − 50× growth by the year 2015. The second
trend is that users are demanding greater degree of flexibility
in selecting their operators at fine timescales. Across Asia,
dual-SIM phones have become popular, while Apple is ru-
mored to be designing a Universal SIM that will allow iPhone
users to toggle between different operators. This latter trend
points towards an impending disruption in wireless service
models which could also be the need of the hour from the
spectrum shortage perspective.

This points towards a new service model where users can
choose an operator based on application needs. However, if
users make this choice greedily without network assistance,
it can exacerbate spectrum scarcity and degrade user expe-
rience. In this work, we consider user devices with multiple
network interfaces (3G, LTE etc.) that can be simultane-
ously active and each running multiple applications. We pro-
pose the MOTA service model to enable users to associate
each interface with the operator of choice at fine time scales.
Under the MOTA service model, through concise signalling
information, operators provide information about their own
network, so that each user can (i) choose a suitable opera-
tor for each interface, and (ii) choose an interface for each
active application. We make the following contributions in
this paper. First, we propose concise network signalling that
assists users to make informed choices even under mobility.
Second, we develop user-choice algorithms that maximize a
suitable notion of user satisfaction while using spectrum re-
sources efficiently. Third, we perform extensive evaluation
over actual base station deployment in a city coupled with
real signal propagation maps. Our results with two operators
show that, MOTA service model provides capacity gain in the
range 2.5×−4× over the current existing service model. Fi-
nally, we argue that our solution is practically implementable
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by combining appropriate IEEE standards and IETF propos-
als.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.0 [General]:
Data Communications; C.2.1 [Computer Communication Net-
works]: Network Architecture and Design-Wireless communi-
cation

General Terms: Design, Algorithms

1. INTRODUCTION
In the mobile data world, there are two interesting trends

that are gaining attention of industry and media pundits.
First, mobile data is growing at a rapid rate with several
network equipment vendors (Cisco, Alcatel-Lucent, Ericsson,
etc.) predicting that mobile data traffic will grow anywhere
between 25 − 50× by 2015 [11]. The FCC has taken note of
this data tsunami, and in its National Broadband Plan [5],
the FCC has called for (i) expedited release of 500 MHz of
additional spectrum for mobile broadband and (ii) techni-
cal and business innovations that increase efficiency of spec-
trum utilization. The second interesting trend is that users
are demanding greater degree of choice in choosing their op-
erators at fine timescales. For example, across Asia, dual-
SIM phones have become extremely popular [4]. This allows
users to switch between operators based on signal quality and
price plans. Further, Apple is rumored to be innovating (in
collaboration with Gemalto, a SIM card maker) on a novel
concept called Universal SIM [3] that allows iPhone users to
toggle between different operators at will. This latter trend
points towards an impending disruption in wireless service
models. In this paper, we argue that, a carefully designed
system that provides users the flexibility to choose operators
at fine timescales is also the need of the hour from the spec-
trum shortage perspective.

Another interesting aspect of today’s network deployment
is that different operators deploy their networks to optimize
different performance metrics. This means that depending on
location and application requirements, the user choice of best
operator could be different.

This is also validated by measurement studies at Cam-
bridge [8], which show that operators indeed deploy their
networks differently resulting in different quality of coverage
from each of their technologies (2G, 3G) at different loca-
tions in Cambridge. Another example is a recent test of
the iPhone4 on AT&T’s and Verizon’s 3G networks, which
showed that the Verizon network was better for coverage and
voice quality, while the AT&T network was superior for data
downloads [12].

Thus it is clear that if users have choice, they can po-
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tentially reap the benefits of this diversity in operator de-
ployments. The immediate question is: does it suffice for
users to make intelligent choices without any additional as-
sistance from the operator? Since the only network infor-
mation available to a user today is the channel quality, a
simple thought experiment illustrates that this information
is not sufficient in the following scenarios: (i) Since opera-
tor deployments are non-uniform, in any crowded area (e.g.,
few 100 sqm), all users in that area will associate with the
operator that provides best signal quality. This naive as-
sociation policy can degrade user experience and exacerbate
perceived spectrum scarcity. (ii) When a user is highly mo-
bile (moving at 100 Kmph), current signal quality may not
be reflective of future user experience. Performance degrada-
tion in both scenarios could be addressed by users performing
frequent operator selection. However, this would require fre-
quent inter-operator hand-offs resulting in significant switch-
ing overheads. Further it could result in a ping-ponging ef-
fect. Therefore allowing users to make decisions without any
network assistance is not a good design strategy.

The MOTA Service Problem: Motivated by the above
discussion, we propose the Mobile Operator and Technology
Agnostic Access (MOTA) service model. In our model, users
are equipped with mobile devices with multiple radio inter-
faces (e.g., WiFi, 3G, LTE), all of which can be simultane-
ously active, each over a different operator (e.g., AT&T, Veri-
zon). The MOTA service model empowers users to: (i) choose
a suitable operator for each technology interface and (ii) as-
sociate each application with a suitable technology interface.
Within this service model, our goal is to design a system
that maximizes user experience, efficiently utilizes spectrum
resources and minimizes control overheads.

Design Challenges and Requirements: There are two
critical challenges in achieving the above goals.

• Distributed Decisions: In MOTA service model, users
must make distributed decisions for the following rea-
sons. First, since operators are self-interested, they can-
not be expected to exchange network state information
(load, user locations etc.) with each other to facili-
tate appropriate user allocation to different operators.
Second, we cannot expect a third party entity to col-
lect all this information and make centralized decisions,
since the computational complexity of centralized deci-
sion making can be easily overwhelming.

• User Mobility: Since operators do not deploy their
networks uniformly across locations, the right choice of
operator for a user not only depends on her current
location, but also on her mobility path. Thus the choice
of operator for a mobile user should also account for
future anticipated experience from each operator.

To overcome these challenges, we make the following de-
sign choice: operators broadcast concise control signals (i.e.,
it does not scale with number of users) that capture infor-
mation about their networks. This is used by client devices
to make informed operator choices. The broadcast signals
include information related to user experience (e.g., applica-
tion performance, price etc.). Given this design strategy, we
address the following:

1. Network Signalling: What information should be main-
tained and broadcast by each operator? Can informa-

tion about future user experience under mobility be con-
veyed in a concise manner?

2. User Algorithms: How can a user make use of the net-
work signals to choose suitable operators for her net-
work interfaces and suitable interfaces for her applica-
tions ?

3. Practical Feasibility: Can all this be implemented with
minimal changes to current network architectures and
standards?

Note that addressing the above questions calls for devel-
oping new techniques and algorithms. Though user choice
algorithms exist in WiFi and cellular contexts, none of these
apply to the MOTA model (see Section 8).

1.1 Our Contributions

1. MOTA Service Model: We propose a framework for
MOTA that enables users to switch seamlessly between
operators at will. See Section 2, 3.

2. Network Signaling: Towards engineering the MOTA
service model, we propose concise network signalling
that each operator has to broadcast. Our signalling
accounts for user mobility. See Section 4 and 5.

3. User Algorithms: We design user algorithms that ex-
ploit network broadcast signals to make suitable choice
of operator for each technology and suitable choice of
technology for each application. When users are static
our algorithms have bounded gap from the optimal. See
Section 4 and 5.

4. Extensive Evaluation: We perform extensive simula-
tions using real operator deployments and real RF maps
to evaluate the performance of our algorithm. Our re-
sults show that depending on the mix of mobile and
static users, the system throughput gains with MOTA
over existing service models can range from over 2.5-
− 4×. See Section 6.

5. Practical Feasibility: We argue that the MOTA ser-
vice model is implementable over existing cellular ar-
chitectures by exploiting the IEEE 802.21 media inde-
pendent handover standard and MPA and FastMIPV6
IETF proposals.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

2.1 Terminologies
We first provide some terminologies that we will use through-

out the paper and then describe the basic setting of our sys-
tem.

Technology: By technology, we mean the radio access tech-
nology, e.g., 3G/LTE.

Radio Interface: By radio interface of a client, we mean the
RF hardware along with the PHY and MAC layers associated
with a particular technology. A client could be equipped with
multiple radio interfaces, each corresponding to a different
technology.

Base Station: By base station, we mean the network el-
ement that provides wireless access over a particular tech-
nology. A physical base station could host multiple wireless
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Figure 1: Functional separation between the operator’s

core network, service aggregator and client. Service Ag-

gregator interfaces between operators and end users. The

client’s MIH (Media Independent Handover) layer is re-

sponsible for, (i) interpreting operator signalling informa-

tion and passing it to the Module for switching decisions,

and (ii) initiating signalling for inter operator switching.

technologies. However in this paper, a base station is the log-
ical network element that offers access over only one specific
technology.

Service Provider/Operator: In this paper, we say service
provider/operator to refer to an entity that owns elements
of wireless access network, including base stations, spectrum,
backhaul infrastructure.

2.2 System Model
Each client device has multiple technology interfaces and it

runs several concurrent applications. At each point in time,
an interface can associate with only one operator offering that
technology. Each client application can associate with only
one radio interface1.

The functional system model for the MOTA service is shown
in Figure 1. To enable our service model, mobile users cannot
have permanent relationships with operators. Thus there is
a new intermediary entity called the service aggregator2 re-
sponsible for maintaining permanent customer relationships.
Service aggregator handles all control plane operations that
cannot be handled by one operator alone. These operations
include (i) billing and authentication, (ii) tracking and pag-
ing functionality that is used to locate users for push based
services (this is handled by the Mobility Management Entity
in LTE [36]) and (iii) seamless switching of user applications
at Layer 3. All data plane operations and control plane op-
erations that can be handled independently by a single op-
erator remains under the purview of the operator. For e.g.,
these control plane operations include inter base station han-
dover of the same operator, assignment of QoS classes, MAC
scheduling etc.

Remark 1 (Seamless Switching). An important issue
is how seamless switching is achieved (at Layer 3) when users

1Our setting is extensible to scenarios where multi-homing of
applications is allowed.
2This logical entity could be an operator, but logically sepa-
rate from the entity that provides the access infrastructure

move from one operator to the other. We will discuss the fea-
sibility of this in Section 7.

Remark 2 (Switching Time Scales). Network con-
ditions can be highly dynamic due to mobility, application
churn, channel variations etc. Thus, an important issue is
the frequency of switching decisions by clients. In this work
we assume that switching decisions are made every T time
units or when performance degrades significantly. T is cho-
sen to trade-off spectrum utilization and signalling overhead.
In our evaluation (Section 6) we will investigate this trade-off.

3. THE MOTA FRAMEWORK
Recall that our design strategy is to allow users to make

operator association decisions based on concise signalling in-
formation from the operators, so as to simultaneously (i)
achieve high spectrum utilization, (ii) achieve QoS through
service differentiation and (iii) maximize a suitable metric of
user satisfaction. This will require us to answer the following
questions:

• Q1: What information should each operator maintain?

• Q2: Based on the above, what aggregate information
should be broadcast by each base station?

• Q3: What information should each user maintain?

• Q4: Based on the above two, how should a client make
the following decision. For each technology, which op-
erator should it associate with, and to which technology
interface should each application associate with?

To answer these questions, we first need a formal frame-
work that captures spectrum utilization, service differentia-
tion and user satisfaction. Towards achieving high spectrum
utilization, we use proportional-fairness which is a standard
metric used in current cellular systems (EV-DO, 3G, LTE) to
achieve a good trade-off between utilization and fairness [39].
Due to the vagaries of the wireless channel, providing hard
guarantees will require significant over-provisioning of scarce
radio resources. Therefore, for service differentiation, we use
DiffServ like soft-QoS using weighted-GPS [33]. In soft-QoS
model, there is a weight associated with each application class
that reflects its relative priority. We capture user satisfaction
via a utility function, which depends both on her throughput
and the access cost.

Utility Framework: Standard proportional-fairness is
equivalent to maximizing

∑
a lnRa, where Ra is the average

throughput that application-a receives and the summation is
over all applications. Towards providing soft-QoS, each ap-
plication has a weight wa associated with it. Thus maximiz-
ing

∑
a wa lnRa simultaneously achieves proportional fairness

and service differentiation [34]3. Note that base stations need
to know the weights in order to achieve service differentiation
through scheduling. In cellular networks like LTE, base sta-
tion schedulers can determine this with the aid of an entity
called the service gateway [36].

In our framework, we also allow each operator to charge a
price for each technology. Since the weight of an application

3As an illustration, suppose application 1 and 2 are associ-
ated with same base station and experience identical channel
conditions, then our objective function ensures the guarantee
given by weighted-GPS, i.e., R1/w1 ≈ R2/w2.
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reflects its relative priority, we assume that the price (per
unit time) incurred by a user is proportional to the weight
of the class the application belongs to. More precisely, base
station-j charges an amount pa = Pjwa per unit time for an
application with weight wa. Note further that Pj is operator
specific and does not change from one base station to the
other of the same operator and technology.

We can now define a suitable metric to capture user sat-
isfaction. Each user has two goals: on one hand, maximize∑
a wa lnRa across her applications, and on the other hand,

minimize the price she has to pay. There can be a tension
between these two conflicting goals because the base station
offering the highest data rate at any point could also be the
most expensive one. To this end, we define each application’s
“utility function” as

Ua(Ra, pa) = wa ln(Ra) − λapa , (1)

where, Ra is the average throughput the application at-
tains, pa is the price per unit time the application pays de-
pending on its association, wa is the weight corresponding to
the application class the application belongs to, and λa is a
user specific constant (same for all applications of the user)
that reflects the relative priority the user places on minimiz-
ing price as compared to maximizing the throughput. See
Remark 3 on choice of λ. Such a utility function was first con-
sidered in [28] and subsequently used in many other contexts.
Note that in our context, the slight difference is that our price
is per unit weight and not unit rate. This is reasonable be-
cause there is no notion of fixed capacity in wireless systems
and the weight reflects the average fraction of resources that
a user is allocated from a base station. This utility simulta-
neously captures three aspects: proportional-fair rates, soft
service differentiation, and price paid by a user. Indexing
the applications by a, our goal is to maximize the following
objective:

max
{a:(Ra,pa)}

∑
a

Ua(Ra, pa) (2)

The achieved throughput Ra depends on the technology
application associates itself to, the offered PHY-layer data
rate, the load on the network etc.

Remark 3 (Choice of λ:). The parameter λ reflects how
much a user is willing to pay for additional throughput. To
understand this, suppose the throughout that a user gets in-
creases by a factor α > 1, then the user’s net utility increases
if the price Pj of the associated base station increases by no
more than ln(α)/λ. Therefore, if λ is high, users are not will-
ing to pay too much for additional throughput and vice versa.

Remark 4 (Energy Considerations:). Since we allow
users to use multiple interfaces simultaneously, energy drain
could be a concern. Our utility framework can account for
this also, by setting an energy price for each interface based
on current battery levels.

Note that the price sensitivity and the energy sensitivity
can be captured through parameters that are local to users.
In our model and algorithms, the network need not be aware
of these parameters.

Table 1: List of symbols used
Symbol Description
L, l Set of technologies and index for a

(l ∈ L) typical technology, respectively
J , j Set of base-stations and index for a

(j ∈ J ) typical base-station, respectively
Jl Set of base-stations offering technology-l
Pj Price (per unit time per unit weight)

charged by base-station-j
J ol Set of base-stations of operator o

offering technology-l
A, a Set of all applications and index for a

(a ∈ A) typical application, respectively
Au Set of applications of user-u
ruj PHY-layer data rate between

user-u and base-station j
Ra Throughput achieved by application a
wa Weight of application a

(for service differentiation)
Ba Duration of application a

3.1 Problem Statement
Our basic model is that, each client has multiple radios,

each corresponding to a technology. There could be multi-
ple applications running on one client. In the following, we
will describe the system parameters, the constraints to keep
in mind for solving the association problem, followed by the
precise problem statement.

System parameters: The important system parameters
are shown in Table 1. A typical user will be indexed by u. We
will also denote by A the set of all applications, and a typical
application will be indexed by a. Also, we denote by Au the
set of applications belonging to user u. We will denote by wa
the weight of the application class that application a belongs
to. In practice, wa takes values from small finite set. J is
the set of all base stations. Each element j ∈ J belongs to
some technology and some operator. Finally, L denotes the
set of technologies available and Jl ⊆ J denotes the set of
base-stations offering technology l ∈ L.

System constraints: Let xaj be a variable that is set
to 1 if and only if application a is associated to base station
j. We now describe the three important system constraints
for performing the associations.

1. Integral association: We assume that an application is
associated with a single technology or base-station at
a time, i.e., we do not consider multi-homing. This
constraint essentially states that xaj takes values from
the set {0, 1}.

2. Single operator per technology: Clearly, at any given
time, a radio interface can connect to only one opera-
tor. Let yuj be a 0− 1 variable that is set to one if and
only if xaj = 1 for some a ∈ Au. Then, for user u and
technology l, this constraint can be stated mathemati-
cally as ∑

j∈Jl

yuj ≤ 1, ∀ u, l . (3)

The association problem for MOTA: Define Ra as
the average throughput application a receives. With U(., .)
as defined in (1), the association problem can be stated as
follows:
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Maximize
xaj

∑
a∈A

E[Ua(Ra, pa)]

subject to,

∀ u, l :
∑
j∈Jl

yuj ≤ 1

∀u :
∑
a∈Au

∑
j∈J

xajwaPj = pa

∀ a ∈ Au, j ∈ J , ∀ u : yuj ≥ xaj
xaj , yuj ∈ {0, 1} (4)

The objective function is an expected value since network
conditions are dynamic due to user mobility, application churn
etc. The first constraint is explained before, the second con-
straint captures the price pa the application-a has to pay, the
third constraint ensures that yuj is set to 1 if any application
belonging to user u associates with j.

Accounting for Minimum Throughput Constraints: Though
we have ignored minimum throughput requirements of some
applications for ease of exposition, this constraint can be im-
posed by users excluding base stations not satisfying their
requirements.

4. SIGNALLING AND ALGORITHM FOR
STATIC CLIENTS

To address the four questions raised in Section 3, we first
consider the case where all users are static. This is an im-
portant scenario to consider for two reasons. First, a large
fraction of wireless data traffic is from nomadic users. This is
validated by the fact that over 42% of iPhone data traffic was
over WiFi [1], which is used primarily by stationary users.
Second, eliminating the complexity of mobility allows us to
build a solution in a structured fashion. In this section, we
propose a base station signalling and a user algorithm with
provable guarantees for static users and in Section 5 we de-
velop a solution for the mobile case. See Section 5.1 for how
these two solutions are combined.

Base Station Signalling: First, we make the follow-
ing observation based on our assumption that all wireless
technologies perform scheduling decisions that ensure propor-
tional fairness and soft QOS guarantees4.

Fact 1. If the total weight of the applications associated
with a base-station is Wj, then the throughput achieved by a
client with weight wa and physical layer data rate ra under
weighted-proportional fairness is wara/Wj.

Fact 1 shows that, if a base station broadcasts the current
total weights Wj of all applications associated with it, then
all a user needs to do is estimate her PHY data rate (using
channel measurements) to estimate throughput.

Network Signalling For Static Users. Each base sta-
tion j transmits the load Wj and the price Pj.

User Algorithm: For any user-u, the association problem
can be stated as follows: associate each application to a suit-
able base-station, subject to integral association and single
operator per technology constraint (see Section 3), such that

4WiFi does not provide proportional fairness, but there are
a number of solutions to address this in WiFi

we maximize
∑
a∈Au U(Ra, pa). Note that choosing one base

station for an interface is equivalent to choosing the operator
for that interface, since each base station is associated with
one operator. A naive brute force approach for solving the
above could be computationally heavy for the following rea-
son. Assume that user u hasK radio interfaces, J base station
choices per interface and Au active applications. Then the
complexity of a brute force approach is O(KAu+J). There-
fore even if the user runs only a few applications (say 5), the
complexity of figuring out the optimal association can blow
up. In fact, this problem is NP-hard5. Therefore we devise an
algorithm with a constant factor approximation guarantee.

Recall that, in our scheme, each base-station broadcasts its
current weight, based on which the user performs the associ-
ation. Using Fact 1, the throughput of application-a can be
expressed as

Ra =
∑
j

xajwaruj
Wj +

∑
a∈Au xajwa

,

because, the association of u’s applications to base station-j
increases its current weight to Wj +

∑
a∈Au xajwa. Clearly,

only one of the 0−1 association variables xaj ’s can take value
one, i.e.,

∑
j xaj = 1. Using the above expression for Ra, we

now note that,

∑
a∈Au

U(Ra, pa) =
∑
a∈Au

wa

ln(
∑
j

xajwaruj
Wj+

∑
a∈Au xajwa

)− λu
∑
j

xajPj


=
∑
a∈Au

wa ln(
∑
j

xajruje
−λuPj

Wj+
∑
a∈Au xajwa

) +
∑
a∈Au

wa lnwa

Since the second quantity in the above is devoid of optimiza-
tion variables xaj ’s, maximizing

∑
a∈Au U(Ra, pa) is equiva-

lent to maximizing

V ({xaj : a ∈ Au, j ∈ J}) =
∑
a∈Au

wa ln(
∑
j

xajsj
Wj+

∑
a∈Au xajwa

) ,

(5)

where, sj
4
= ruje

−λuPj .

Although sj depends on both u and j, we have hidden the
dependence of sj on u since we are interested in u’s decisions.
In the following, we will describe an algorithm to find xaj ’s
that maximize the expression given by (5).

Algorithm MOTA-Static: Our algorithm builds on the
observation that, if we knew the total weight of all applica-
tions associated with a particular radio interface, then, it is
straight-forward to determine the best base station for that
interface. We then use this observation and run a greedy al-
gorithm to select an operator for each radio interface, and
select an interface for each application.

1. Sub-routine for base station selection for a technol-
ogy: Suppose w is the total weight of all applications
of user u that gets associated to base station j, i.e.,
w =

∑
a xajwa. Then, it is easy to see from (5), that

the total contribution of base station j to V ({xaj : a ∈
Au, j ∈ J }) is given by

w ln(
sj

Wj+w
) .

5This follows by reducing the problem in [30] to our problem.
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Algorithm 1 MOTA-Static: Assignment of applications to
radio interfaces and operators to interfaces.

1: Initialization: Order the weights of the applications of user u
as wa, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where w1 ≤ w2 ≤ w3 ≤ . . .. Let ∆l be
the total weight of all application associated with interface l.
Set ∆l = 0,∀l.

2: for r = 1, . . . , n do
3: Assign application r with weight wr as follows:

lr = arg max
l

[(∆l + wr)Gl(∆l + wr)−∆lGl(∆l) , ]

where, Gl(·) is defined by 7.
4: ∆lr = ∆lr + wr
5: end for
6: Return j∗l (∆l) for all l

However, we have a constraint that states that only one
base station can be selected from a technology. From
the preceding we can see that, this selection depends on
the total weight w, of all applications of user u that we
associate with the technology. In particular, for tech-
nology l, the best base station would be given by

j∗l(w) = arg max
j∈Jl

ln(
sj

Wj+w
) , (6)

where we have explicitly shown that dependence of
j∗l (w) on w, the total weight of all applications of user
u that is associated with technology l. To this end, for
each technology l, we define the function Gl(w) as

Gl(w)
4
= max

j∈Jl
ln(

sj
Wj+w

) . (7)

This sub-routine thus computes the function Gl(w) for
a given w and also the corresponding best base station
j∗l(w) given by (6).

2. Greedy application association: The MOTA-Static al-
gorithm is described in Algorithm 1.

In the initialization step 1, we first order the applications
of user u in increasing order of weights. Further, we define a
quantity ∆l, the total weight of all applications assigned to
interface l and initialize this to zero. Next we iterate through
each application in increasing order of weight. Step 3 is the
greedy step, where we associate application-r to that interface
lr which results in the maximum increase in utility over the
current asociation of the first r−1 applications. Step 4 merely
updates the total weight of the appropriate interface. Once all
the applications are assigned interfaces, we use equation (6)
to determine the best base station for each interface.

Performance guarantee of Algorithm MOTA-Static:
It can be shown that the greedy algorithm described above
has good performance guarantees, especially when the base
stations have a large amount of traffic. Specifically, consider
an instance where base station-j broadcasts its total weight
of all associated applications as Wj . Suppose, user u wishes
to associate n applications with weights w1, w2, . . . , wn to dif-
ferent base stations using Algorithm MOTA-Static described
earlier, and also suppose wsum =

∑n
a=1 wa. Suppose α is

the maximum load all applications of user-u applications can
together contribute to any base station, i.e.,

α = max
j

wsum
Wj + wsum

The following holds for Algorithm MOTA-Static.

Theorem 1. Let ru = (ru1, ru2, . . .) denote the vector for
the data rates of user u to the different base stations. Let
OPT (ru) and ALGO(ru) be the total utility of an optimal
algorithm and our MOTA-Static algorithm, respectively, as a
function of ru. Then,

ALGO(rue
2α) ≥ OPT (ru) ,

where α ∈ (0, 1] is the maximum load all applications of u can
contribute to any base station.

The proof can be found in the longer version available at
[7]. It essentially relies on the fact that the function Gl(w) is
concave in w.

Remark 5. Two interesting cases to consider are when α
is very small and large. When α is very small, the perfor-
mance of our algorithm gets provably very close to the opti-
mal. This is seen by setting α to zero in Theorem 1. This is
the typical operating regime when all available base stations
are loaded heavily. The other interesting case is when α = 1
which arises when the base station is a Femto solely owned by
the user. In this case, our algorithm is an e2 approximation
in the worst case.

4.1 Price of Anarchy and System Efficiency
We have proposed a strategy where each user selfishly asso-

ciates its applications without considering the effect on other
applications of other users. In general, such a design can lead
to a scenario where the eventual solution is arbitrarily worse
off than the optimal, i.e., the price of anarchy6 is unbounded.
Few examples are provided in [35] in the case of selfish rout-
ing games. The question is: is there such a possibility in
our association strategy? The following theorem shows that
the answer is no. Essentially, the proportional fair allocation
by each base station based on weights ensures that such a
possibility cannot arise. The following theorem captures this
result.

Theorem 2. Consider a setting with all static users. Let
GLOBAL(r) and SELFISH(r) respectively be the global op-
timal utility and the total utility of our selfish strategy as a
function of the data rates of all the users to all the base sta-
tions (denoted by r). Then, there is a universal constant
1 ≤ K < ∞ (independent of all network parameters) such
that

SELFISH(K.r) ≥ GLOBAL(r) .

The proof is in the longer version available at [7]. The above
result simply shows that the performance of our strategy has
bounded gap from optimality. While this is an important
aspect of our design, our evaluation demonstrates the perfor-
mance with a mix of static and mobile users.

5. SIGNALLING AND ALGORITHM FOR
MOBILE CLIENTS

In the previous section, we designed base-station signalling
and user application association algorithms when a user is
static. However, if users move around from one cell to an-
other, the situation is more complex. If mobile users could

6The term price of anarchy is used in game theory to describe
the gap from optimal when users take local selfish decisions.
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make association decision for their applications at every in-
stant (or at very short intervals), then we could apply our
algorithm for static users at those instants. However, as dis-
cussed in Remark 2, association decisions can only be taken
periodically to keep the signalling overhead of association
switching low. Thus, it is imperative that, association de-
cisions of applications under mobility take into account the
“expected” application performance over one association pe-
riod (over which users could move across multiple cells).

Our goal is to design base station signalling and user-end
application association algorithms so as to maximize the over-
all expected utility of all applications. In the mobile case,
once a switching decision is made, the utility received by an
application is not only a random variable, but it also varies
as a mobile user is handed-off from the current cell (the cell
where an association decision is made) to another cell of the
operator. The identity and the state (load) of the next cells
on the user mobility path are random variables from the point
of view of the user module that makes the association deci-
sions. Thus, we maximize

∑
aE[U(Ra, pa)] (summation is

over all applications of all users), where U(Ra, pa) denotes
the time-average utility for application-a.

We will now describe our proposed base-station signalling
and user algorithm.

Base Station Signaling: We wish to derive the infor-
mation that base-stations should broadcast that assist users
to make association decisions based on anticipated user ex-
perience. Towards this end, we first answer the following
question:

Q-EU: What is the expected time-average utility of appli-
cation a of a mobile user u that associates application-a (with
weight wa) to base-station-j of operator o?

The system is inherently much more complex than the
one with static users due to the randomness introduced by
user mobility pattern, user behavior and application churn7.
Thus, to answer Q-EU, we make use of the following practical
property:

P1: Every base station carries much more load than the
total weight that applications belonging to any one user can
contribute. In other words, for every j, Wj �

∑
a∈Au wa

where
∑
a∈Au wa is the total weight of all applications of user

u. Note that, this property is not reasonable in the static sce-
nario as users have options of associating with Femto base
stations and Wi-Fi access points that are not necessarily heav-
ily loaded.

To answer Q-EU, consider a technology interface l. Note
that, once user-u chooses a particular base station for appli-
cation a, then as the user moves, all hand-offs are to base
stations belonging to the same operator. Let c(t) be the base
station of operator o that user u associates with at time t.
Let W (t) = Wc(t), the total weight of the base station that
provides coverage to user u at time t. Clearly, W (0) = Wj

since a initially associates with base station j. Also, let
su,k = ru,ke

−λuPj , and su(t) = su,c(t), ru(t) = ru,c(t). Note
that we assume Pc(t) = Pj depends only on the operator of
base-station, i.e., it does not change across base stations of
the same operator.

7The setting is reminiscent of multi-agent reinforcement
learning (MARL), where players take selfish actions, based
on their past experience and the action of a player affects
the rewards of every other player. This problem in its full
generality is still unsolved.

Now note that,

wa ln
su(t)wa
W (t)+wa

≈ wa ln
su(t)
W (t)

+ wa lnwa (using P1)

= wagj,a(t) + wa lnwa , (8)

where, gj,a(t) = ln su(t)
W (t)

. Since wa lnwa does not depend on

the associated base station, we will only deal with the random
quantity gj,a(t). Denoting the time average of gj,a(t) over the
switching duration by gj,a, we derive E[gj,a] as follows:

E[gj,a] = E

[
1
T

∫ T

0
gj,a(v) dv

]
= E

[
1
T

∫ T

0
(ln(ru(v))− ln(W (v))) dv

]
− λuPj

Since the user moves from one cell to another after starting
from cell j, intuitively speaking, the integral in the above
time-average can be computed by adding up contributions
from all the cells of operator o visited by use u. We will
make this intuition precise in the following. Define Tj,k as
the following random variable:

Tj,k(a)
4
=

Time spent in cell-k by
user-u’s application a intiated in cell-j

Rj,k(a)
4
=

Aggregate ln(ru(t)) over the time
spent in cell-k by user-u’s application a

that is intiated in cell-j

Then, denoting application duration by Ba, we write

E[gj,a]

= E[Aggregate (ln(ru(t))− ln(W (t))) over a’s lifetime]
EBa

− λuPj

=

∑
k∈Jo

l
(E[Rj,k(a)]−(lnWk)E[Tj,k(a)])

EBa
− λuPj (9)

Note that, in the second line, we have rewritten expecta-
tion of a fraction as the fraction of expectations. The ratio-
nality of this comes from Markovian reward theory [38]. In
Markovian renewal reward theory, a Markovian process (i.e.,
a future state of the process only depends on the past through
the current state) collects rewards that depends on the state
of an underlying Markovian process. The fundamental theo-
rem of reward theory says that, under suitable assumptions
including stationarity, expected time-average reward is equal
to, expected reward over a reward cycle divided by the ex-
pected duration of the reward cycle. The process gj,a(t) can
be viewed as a renewal process by “stitching” together in time
all instances of application-a starting when the user of a is
in cell-j. However, assumption of stationarity of the renewal
process (for applying reward theorem) does not hold in our
case8; we have nevertheless used intuition from reward theo-
rem to derive expression given by (9).

The expression given by (9) immediately reflects the in-
formation that has to be maintained by base-station j for
mobility support:

•
∑
k E[Rj,k(a)]: For each cell j, each operator maintains

estimates of
∑
k E[Rj,k(a)] for each application class us-

ing historical data. In practice, maintaining this value
for four [9] (data, video, voice, gaming) should suf-
fice. Base station k can maintain historical estimate

8In our system, each users utility is a function of the actions
of other users thus making the system non-stationary.
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of E[Rj,k(a)] and the operator aggregates this data to
compute the desired quantity for each j. Estimation
of E[Rj,k(a)] at each base-station can be done as fol-
lows. For each application a of user u that was started
in j and that enters k while alive, base station k com-
putes the aggregate of ln(ru,k(a)) over the time spent
in k based on the channel state information at discrete
time intervals. Each sample collected from an applica-
tion can be used to compute the estimate of the desired
expectation for the application class a belongs to.

•
∑
k ln(Wk)E[Tj,k(a)]: The operator also maintains this

quantity for each base station j and each application
class. Note that, Wk is the current weight, and E[Tj,k(a)]
is based on historical data as described above. Again,
each cell k can periodically update the operator about
current Wk and estimated value of E[Tj,k(a)].

The network signalling is described below.

Network Signalling For Mobile Users.
Each base station j should broadcast the quantity∑
k E[Rj,k(a)] − (lnWk)E[Tj,k(a)] for each application

class separately, and the price Pj. Here Wk’s are based
on current weight and the expectations are estimated using
historical data as described above.

For each application a, the user, upon obtaining the broad-
cast information, uses a local estimate of EBa to compute
E[gj,a] in (9), which plugged into (8) gives the desired ex-
pected utility.

User Algorithm: We now turn to the problem of how a
user determines the following: (i) which set of applications to
associate with each technology and (ii) which base-station to
select for each technology. These are obviously coupled prob-
lems. Note that, each base station corresponds to an operator
and so, by choosing one base station for a technology interface
we are essentially choosing one operator for the technology in-
terface. Consider a user u who wishes to perform the optimal
association. Let Uj(a) be the expected utility that application
a achieves if user u associates application a to base-station j
(of some operator). In the previous subsection, we described
how Uj(a) can be computed based on base-station signalling.
Suppose xaj is the 0 − 1 variable that is set to one if a is
associated to base-station j. Then, our goal is to maximize∑
a∈Au

∑
j xajUj(a) subject to the constraint that only one

operator can be chosen from a technology. Note that, this
problem is different from the static case for the following rea-
son. In the static case, if multiple applications were associ-
ated to one base-station, they would get utility proportional
to their weight. We exploited this structure to derive Algo-
rithm MOTA-Static in the static case. Unfortunately, there
is no such structure in this mobile case as the expected utility
of an application has complex dependence on its duration and
the cells it is handed-off to subsequently. Nevertheless, the
problem in mobile case of maximizing

∑
a∈Au

∑
j xajUj(a) is

similar to the problem of maximum generalized assignment
problem (GAP) [23] of assigning balls (applications) to bins
(technologies). The main difference in our problem is that
we have no constraints on the set of items (in this case appli-
cations) that can be assigned to an interface. Further there
is an additional element of having to choose an operator for
each interface. We suitably modify the local search algorithm
in [23] as below.

Algorithm 2 Mota-Mobile: Assignment of applications of
user u to radio interfaces and base-stations (operators) to
interfaces.
1: Initialization: Assign every application to a random interface

and pick a random base station for every interface. Let Slj
to be the set of applications of user u that get associated to
operator j. Let v(a) be the marginal utility of the application
a. The 0− 1 variable xaj = 1 iff application a is associated to
base station j, and, the 0− 1 variable zal = 1 iff application a
is associated to some base station of technology l.

2: for L ln 1
ε

iterations do
3: for l ∈ L do
4: for j ∈ Jl do
5: Construct Sl,j and compute ∆lj as follows:

Sl,j = {a : either zal = 1 or δlja > 0},

∆lj =
∑
a∈Sl,j

δaij

6: end for
7: Compute

∆∗l = max
j∈Jl

∆lj , j∗(l) = arg max
j∈Jl

∆lj

8: end for
9: lbest = arg maxl∈L∆∗l .

10: For all a ∈ Slbest,j(lbest), set

xaj∗(lbest) ← 1, v(a)← Uj∗(lbest)(a) ,

and update zal’s appropriately.
11: end for
12: Return the association decisions.

• Initialization (Step 1): First, all interfaces chose an ar-
bitrary operator and each application chooses the in-
terface whose choice of operator provides best expected
utility.

• Local search iteration (Step 2-11): For each application
a, let v(a) be the current utility in an iterative step.
Recall that xaj is the 0 − 1 variable that takes value
one if a is associated to base station j through a suit-
able interface. A subset of the xaj ’s are updated after
each iteration. For convenience, also define the variable
zal as the 0 − 1 variable that is one iff application a
is associated to some base-station offering technology l
(i.e., zal = 1 if for some j ∈ Jl, xaj = 1). Given an
association from the previous iteration, we define the
marginal utility of the application a if it were assigned
to interface l and operator j over its current allocation
as follows for all j ∈ Jl:

δlja =

{
Uj(a)− v(a), if, zal = 0,

Uj(a), if, zal = 1
(10)

For all l,, construct the sets Sl,j as follows:

Sl,j = {a : either zal = 1 or δlja > 0} .

Let ∆lj =
∑
a∈Sl,j

δlja. Here, ∆lj denotes the increase

in utility if some applications are re-associated to base
station j of technology interface l from some other inter-
face. Let ∆∗l = maxj∈Jl ∆lj and j∗(l) = arg maxj∈Jl ∆lj .
Base station j∗(l) is the best base station of technology
l for maximizing marginal utility in this iteration. Each
iteration of local search is now easy to describe: based
on the association from the previous iteration, obtain
the technology interface lbest with maximum ∆∗l , and,
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on that interface update xaj for j∗(lbest) and also up-
date v(a).

Remark 6. The analysis of local search algorithm in [23]
goes through with minor changes in our case and the following
result can be shown. Suppose, we start with an arbitrary ini-
tial association. Then, Algorithm 2 achieves at least 1/2 − ε
of the improvement possible over the initial association, with
respect to the expressions of expected utilities used in this sec-
tion.

5.1 Putting it All Together
Each base station transmits signalling information devel-

oped in the static case as well as the mobile case. Note that
the only additional piece of information required over the mo-
bile case, is the load in the base station. An application on
the user’s phone determines whether it is static or mobile
(either via GPS/accelermometer readings or coherence time
measurements) to determine which piece of information to
use. Some access points such as femto base station may only
be able to provide static signalling.

6. EVALUATION
We perform detailed simulations to evaluate our algorithms

using topology and RF maps from a real deployment. Our
goals are twofold (i) demonstrate the benefits of the MOTA
over existing policies for realistic user behavior (ii) study the
impact of different parameters including switching frequency,
user mobility, traffic mix etc. on system performance.

6.1 Evaluation Framework
Network Topology: We obtained cell tower information
(including antenna heights, locations etc.) of a leading oper-
ator in a major city in Asia along with terrain information
in that city9. Actual RF maps were generated by plugging
in the tower and terrain information and technology (e.g.,
HSDPA, LTE) into a commercially available RF tool that is
used by operators for cellular planing [2]. This information
is extremely hard to obtain and we managed to coax only
one operator to share this. However we need information
for at least two operators. Fortunately, in Asia tower infras-
tructure is provided by third party entities and thus it is a
common practice for operators to share tower infrastructure.
Therefore, we assume that two operators deploy the same
technologies at each tower location. Intuitively, MOTA will
achieve larger gains when there is more diversity in operator
deployment. Thus, the above scenario, provides a pessimistic
evaluation for MOTA.

We consider a 5Km × 5Km area in the city. We assume
that there are two operators. We assume that each cell tower
has a HSDPA and LTE base station from each operators. We
use the RF planning tool [2] to generate the signal quality
(and hence technology dependent PHY data rate ) at different
locations within the 5 Km × 5 Km area. Figure 2 provides
an example of signal strength predictions from the tool.

Application Models We divide the applications into three
classes: voice, video and data. We generate each of these
applications on a client using the models given in the evalua-
tion guidelines for next generation mobile networks [9]. The
weights for providing service differentiation is set to 1, 2 and
4 for voice, data and video respectively. Prices for all tech-
nologies are set to be equal.
9Due to an NDA we cannot reveal the operator and city name.

Figure 2: Signal strength map from RF tool

User Mobility: We simulate the mobility pattern of mo-
bile users according to the Manhattan model [13] and the
Random Waypoint model. Each user is equipped with LTE
and 3G radio interfaces. Hand-offs are done based on signal-
strength.
Performance Metric. We measure the average throughput
per user and the utility function formulated in equation 1, to
compare MOTA with the Naive scheme.

6.2 Results
We now present the results of our simulations. Our results

are averaged over several runs with different random seeds.
We run simulations for a duration of 20 simulation minutes.

Benefit of MOTA over Existing Service Models: We
extend existing service models to multiple interfaces in a nat-
ural way as follows. Each user is associated only with a fixed
operator, but multiple interfaces can be simultaneously ac-
tive, with each interface associating with the base station of
that technology with highest signal quality. We only show
results when users are distributed in 60:40 ratio between the
two operators; similar results were observed for a 50:50 mix.
We compare this existing service model with the MOTA ser-
vice model. We consider different mobility mixes, (i) all static
users, (ii), 30% mobile users and (iii) all mobile users. Our
results are shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b).

Our main observations are as follows:

1. Throughput Gains: MOTA provides 2.5-4.0× gain in
throughput. The benefits are the least ( 2.5×), when
all users are mobile. In other words, irrespective of mo-
bility scenario, MOTA improves the spectral efficiency
of the collective spectrum pool of mobile operators. The
better gains in the static case can be explained as fol-
lows. MOTA-mobile relies on the predictive utility to
pick the best base station while MOTA-static has com-
plete information about the utilities of all visible base
stations.

2. Effect of Switching Duration: Figure 3(b) shows that
even when MOTA is run once in 180 s, performance
degradation is negligible. Even if it is run once every
720 s, the performance degradation is about only 10%
as compared to switching very frequently.

Benefit of MOTA over Optimized Single Operator
Model: One might argue that the existing single operator
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: (a) MOTA gains over existing service models. (b) MOTA gains as a function of switching duration.
(c) MOTA gains over optimized Single Operator.

service model, with users making more intelligent decisions
on base stations based on load information etc. may be suf-
ficient. To investigate this we conducted the following ex-
periment. We skew the deployments of the two operators
in terms of number of base stations that they provide by
deploying 16 additional base stations for one of the oper-
ators. Users are distributed equally among the operators.
Users choose the base stations that they connect to using
the MOTA-Static algorithm, with the constraint that they
can only choose from the operator they are associated with.
We see that in this case, users gain more than 60% with the
MOTA service model 3(c).

Benefit to Operators: While the MOTA service model
clearly benefits end users and improves spectrum utilization,
the question is what incentive do operators have to switch
to this model? This a much broader problem which requires
careful analysis. Nevertheless, we performed some prelim-
inary experiments to see if there are benefits to operators.
For the existing service model, we set λ = 1 for all users,
Pj = 1 for all base stations and we evaluate the aggregate
utility. In the MOTA model, we increase the price Pj ’s and
obtain the price at which the MOTA model achieves the same
utility as the existing service model. We observe that with
all else remaining same, operators can set Pj = 3 with the
MOTA service model, while providing the same total utility
as the existing service model.

7. PRACTICAL FEASIBILITY
In this section, we will show how the MOTA service model

is practically feasible by building on existing cellular archi-
tectures, IEEE standards and IETF proposals.

7.1 Background
3G and Beyond(3G+) Wireless Core Network
Primer: In this paper we consider an all IP core network,
since this is going to be true for all network architectures
going forward (e.g., LTE [36])10. We discuss only the ele-
ments and their functions that are relevant to our subsequent
discussions.

10We do not consider 2G, since countries are refarming 2G
spectrum for 3G/4G use. For example Ofcom has already
mandated this in UK.

1. Packet Data Network Gateway (PGW): The PGW is
the interface between the operator’s core network and
external networks. The functionalities of PGW that
are relevant for this discussion are (i) being a mobility
anchor for inter technology (vertical) handovers and (ii)
providing IP address to clients. The PGW is referred
to as the GGSN in 3G and PGW in LTE.

2. Mobility Management Entity (MME): The MME (mo-
bility management entity) is responsible for user au-
thentication, tracking and paging of the user and se-
lection of Service Gateway (SGW) and PDN Gateway
(PGW).

IEEE 802.21 Primer: The IEEE 802.21 standard is a
framework for media independent handover (vertical hand-
offs) between different wireless technologies (IEEE and 3GPP) [6].
The media independent handover function resides between
Layer 2 and Layer 3 of clients and provides access technology
independent interface and service primitives to Layer 3.

The framework allows for three types of vertical hand-offs,
(i) terminal initiated and controlled, (ii) terminal initiated
and network assisted (TINA) and (iii) network initiated and
controlled. Clearly the MOTA service falls under the TINA
model. While our work exploits the IEEE 802.21 framework,
it goes well beyond its initial scope, by (i) allowing differ-
ent applications to use different interfaces simultaneously and
(ii) allowing users to choose among multiple operators even
within the same interface. We now show how, MOTA service
model can be enabled via IEEE 802.21 signaling and suit-
able modifications to the functionalities of certain 3G+ core
network elements.

7.2 Operator/Technology Switching
During operator switching of a user interface, the key is-

sue to address is seamless switching (i.e., make before break)
and latencies due to authentication, connection establishment
and network mobility (IP address change etc.). We will illus-
trate how this can be addressed by building on the IEEE
802.21 framework, combined with existing proposals in the
IETF/IRTF. Refer to Figure 1.

As we can see from Figure 1, the following changes in func-
tionality are required to the cellular architecture elements.
AAA is moved entirely to the service aggregator. The track-
ing and paging functionality of the mobility management en-
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tity is moved to the service aggregator. Further, the mobil-
ity anchor functionality played by the PGW is moved to the
service aggregator. Base stations broadcast the signalling in-
formation described in Sections 4 and 5 using the signalling
messages proposed in IEEE 802.21 for IEEE and 3GPP stan-
dards. We will now illustrate how switching between different
operators is done, once a switching decision is made.

• Step 0: Suppose a switching decision has been made
at a client. Let I be the set of interfaces that need
to switch operators. Let A be the set of applications
that are assigned a new operator, possibly by switching
interface.

• Step 1: For each application in A and interface in I,
the client sends a IEEE 802.21 handover initiation mes-
sage to the service aggregator over any of the associated
current networks.

• Step 2: For each interface in I, the service aggregator
uses the IRTF’s Media-Independent Pre-Authentication
(MPA) framework [21], to acquire authentication, IP
address and network resources (e.g., reserve resources or
bearer paths between the PGW and Service Gateway)
in the new operator’s network.

• Step 3: Now for each application in A, the service aggre-
gator use mechanisms such as Fast Handover in MIPv6 [10],
to simultaneously establish a tunnel to the service gate-
way of the new network and forwards duplicate packets.

• Step 4: Once Step 4 is completed for all applications in
A, the service aggregator sends a IEEE 802.21 handover
ready message for each interface in I over the existing
networks.

• Step 5: The client switches interfaces in I to the new
network and switches the applications in A too.

Gathering Network State Information: In our service,
network broadcasts some aggregate information that assists
the user to make appropriate association choices. For this ap-
proach to work, each interface of a user needs to gather this
information. The question is, if an interface of a technology
is already associated with one operator, how does it overhear
information from other operators of the same technology? We
argue that this is possible with today’s RF hardware. For ex-
ample in today’s cellular Frequency Division Duplex (FDD)
systems, it is possible for a radio to transmit on the transmit
frequency band and concurrently receive on the paired receive
frequency band, so long as the paired bands are sufficiently
separated. Thus when a user is transmitting to an associ-
ated operator over an interface, at the same time, she can
receive broadcast information from another operator of the
same technology over that interface (since these are different
operators, there will be sufficient guard band between the two
frequencies). From a hardware perspective such an approach
can be used in Time Division Duplex Systems (TDD) also.
For such an approach to work in TDD systems, the user oc-
casionally switches to another operator’s base station by be-
coming idle and not receiving anything from the associated
base station. How frequently the user uses opportunistic over-
hearing mechanism will depend on switching overheads and
packet losses. For example in LTE systems, a frame duration
is 1ms, therefore if users opportunistically overhear control
signals from other base stations every few 100 milliseconds,
the overheads can be kept under 1%.

8. RELATED WORK
ABC and IEEE 802.21 The IEEE 802.21 standard emerged

from the Always Best Connected (ABC) concept [25]. The
ABC concept recognized the fact that mobile devices have
access to multiple technologies (WAN, LAN, PAN) etc. The
key goal of the ABC concept was to enable users to seam-
lessly switch to the best technology. For example, when a
user walked into his home, his mobile would automatically
switch to the Wi-Fi network since it provided better connec-
tivity inside the home. A variety of research papers on ABC
and IEEE 802.21 primarily focussed on seamless handover to
the best available network to minimize latencies [24, 15, 20,
29, 32, 21, 22] Our work builds on top of this paradigm by (i)
allowing simultaneous use of multiple interfaces, (ii) allow-
ing interfaces to choose between operators and (iii) explicitly
accounting for mobility in making informed choices.

One of the goals of the PERIMETER EU project
(http://perimeter.tssg.org/) is to allow users to seamlessly
switch between operators. In [18], the authors outline an
architecture to enable users to seamlessly switch between op-
erators and possible demo scenarios. However, the vision of
this project is to enable users to seamlessly switch with no
assistance from the operator. As we have shown, for optimal
resource utilization, network assistance is essential. Further,
we outline a precise architecture, base station signalling and
user algorithms for optimal end user experience.

Related problems on user choice: The user choice
problem in our work has two components, operator selection
for different interfaces and interface selection for different ap-
plications. While we consider these coupled problems, spe-
cial cases of these individual problems have been considered
in a few contexts. For example, in Wi-Fi scenario, [27, 31]
propose distributed algorithms and [30] proposes centralized
algorithms for Wi-Fi clients to intelligently choose channels.
Though the channel selection problem in Wi-Fi may look sim-
ilar to operator selection in our case, there are two fundamen-
tal differences: we have to choose the operators for multiple
active interfaces that are coupled through applications’ choice
of interfaces, and mobility of client is an important considera-
tion for our setting. These aspects also call for developing new
techniques. When the user choice is restricted to choosing
one among multiple technologies, solutions are proposed [15,
37, 19]. However, none of these account for user mobility
explicitly and these works do not extend to the case of multi-
ple simultaneously active technology interfaces along with a
choice of multiple operators within each technology. Finally,
centralized algorithms for proportional fair user association
within a single technology (single operator is implicit) have
been developed in [14] for 3G and in [30] for Wi-Fi. Again
none of these account for user mobility explicitly. Also, the
techniques for centralized algorithm does not apply to our
static-user case too as multiple operators in our setting calls
for distributed algorithms.

Dynamic spectrum sharing: As opposed to MOTA ap-
proach of allowing user to make operator selection at fine
time scale, the dynamic spectrum based approach allows op-
erators to share spectrum through an entity called“spectrum
broker [16, 17, 26]. We believe MOTA framework is a simpler
approach for effectively sharing spectrum and considers user
specific aspects like application requirements and mobility.

9. CLOSING REMARKS
We proposed and designed MOTA, a service model that
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empowers users to choose the operator and technology. MOTA
provides up to 4× capacity gains over existing service model,
thus significantly improving the overall spectrum utilization.
While the scope for further research in this space is huge,
we believe that policy makers and technologist both have to
come forward to make such a model a reality.
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